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Abstract

Mastering Indonesian language is a crucial thing although it is not one of requirements to study in Indonesia. The foreign students need to speak in Indonesian language because people like to communicate in same language. That's why many Indonesian Language Teaching Institutions for Foreign Students (ILTIFS) provided some services to conduct Indonesian learning especially in Central Java- Indonesia. This study is purposed to describe an effort to develop Indonesian learning material for foreign students enriched by local culture. Learning language means learning its culture, foreign students need to know local culture so they can communicate contextually and avoid from shock culture in early living here. The paper used qualitative description to explain four steps on developing learning material.

I. Introduction

Indonesian language has been communication tool among countries around ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) regional. The number of foreign students increased significantly in Indonesia. They studied through three ways; Indonesian as communicative tool, art and culture to know habit, social life and sociocultural to understand Indonesian community. These can be learnt by studying Indonesian language integrated with culture. The development of Indonesian teaching in Indonesia required good learning materials and based on the students’ need. Teachers must be more creative in developing learning materials to be more interesting and favoured by students (Darmuki, et.al., 2018). People studied culture using some processes, for example seeing, predicting, feeling, staying and connecting with others (Stuart et.al., 1996). In the learning of Indonesian language, they also studied habit, attitude, ethics, and environment.

The learning process will occur well through interactive processes between students and teachers, students with students, and students with learning materials. Besides that students learn naturally, and mental processes occur where students connect new information to relevant concepts (Rangkuti in Syakur (2020).

Learning Bahasa Indonesia for foreign speakers nowadays is a necessity as more and more people study in Indonesia. The absence of requirement for Indonesian language competency test for foreign students resulted in different communication skills in the usage of Indonesian language. They experience a culture shock since they are unable to communicate in Indonesian and do not understand the local culture around their environment. To overcome this problem, many universities establish The Indonesian Language Teaching Institutions for Foreign Students (ILTIFS). These institutions were created initially to assist foreign students to speak Indonesian so that they did not prepare adequate teaching materials.
The teachers have not considered the content of local culture which is very important to overcome the foreign students’ culture shock.

The development teaching materials containing local culture has not been prepared to a large extent. Tomlinson (2005) defines teaching materials as everything that is used to help teach language students, it can be textbooks, student workbooks, tapes, CD Rom, videos, photocopied handouts, newspapers, paragraphs written on the board: everything that represents or informs about the language being studied. Teaching materials should have an impact on students when students become more curious, interested and attentive to the material being taught.”

Foreign students have no language preparation to study in Indonesia but they communicate using Indonesian language here. They need to learn Indonesian language contextually so that they can avoid cultural shocks. Adaptation of foreign students in a host country, developed during the process of acculturation, is complex and differentiated, since it occurs in the context of a dialogue of representatives of different nationalities, a dialogue of cultures (Ahtarieva, et. al.: 2018). This has been observed by Oradee (2012) who compared three communication activities and students’ attitude in speaking learning process. The results of his research indicate that his method is able to increase the students’ speaking skill, which is similar to the results of Boonkit’s study (2010). Oradee examined students but Boonkit observed teachers’ effort to improve students’ speaking skill. Thailand students felt worried and had low self-confidence because they didn’t communicate in real situation. He recorded the activity, collected the data and analysed them. Some ways to improve students’ speaking skill include speaking to music, watching movies, speaking to the radio, watching TV and multimedia. Another research by Paramasivan (2013) developed learning materials for pilots and air traffic controllers. The material contained speaking material using cooperative and collaborative method among experts.

Harmer (2012) adapted speaking classroom, which started with motivation so that students are actively involved in communication. Indonesian teachers prepared learning materials and activities, and give feedback to students so that their speaking ability will increase in every meeting. This research aims to develop learning material enriched by Central Java local culture represented by Banyumas, Solo, and Semarang based on Koentjapaningrat’s theory (1994). Authentic material is useful for increasing foreigners’ attention and motivation because it is contextual and very close to their daily life in Indonesia. Practically, teaching language and culture cannot be separated (Dietter, 1991). The learning material development is purposed to increase Indonesian speaking ability of foreign student. It is time for speaking skill to be given bigger part because it influences foreign students’ ability to communicate in daily life. They can communicate based on context if they understand rules in the local culture. This culture does not only refer to dance or traditional clothes but also habit, gesture, politeness, rules about social relation, and many more.

II. Methods

The primary aim of this research is to develop an Indonesian learning material containing local culture for foreign students. The product will be systematically tested in the field (ILTFIS), evaluated, and revised until the whole criteria are completed (effectiveness, quality, and foreign students’ needs).
III. Review of Literature

3.1 Review of Literature
The previous speaking material was analysed using descriptive explanatory analysis to identify the usage and quality, and examine the importance of speaking material containing local culture for foreign students. There are some techniques in this step like (1) questionnaires which consist of some questions related to speaking material, (2) in-depth interviews with foreign students and their teachers, (3) observations of foreign Indonesian learning classroom, and (4) content analysis of Indonesian speaking material for foreign students.

The constant comparative method compares learning material and descriptive analysis to describe the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Some related analysis components are (1) determining information, (2) making information category based on similarity information characteristics, (3) determining categories of relationship, and (4) developing theory based on categories relationship.

3.2 Development Stage
The development of Indonesian material enriched by local culture was done in some stages in order to get its feasibility by its practicality, time to implementation, foreign students’ response and attitude. Some cycles were combined between Zuber Skerrit model and Glanz cycle as references in the material development. The prototype in each stage was tested, evaluated, revised, and implemented in Indonesian classroom for foreign students.

3.3 Procedures in Determining the Indonesian Learning Material Enriched by Local Culture for Foreign Students
The procedures are (1) testing speaking material containing local culture for foreign students material prototype, (2) reviewing speaking material containing local culture for foreign students in terms of content, performance, and appropriateness, (3) identifying deficiency of speaking material containing local culture for foreign students, (4) revising the deficiency of speaking material containing local culture for foreign students, (5) reviewing the appropriateness of speaking material containing local culture for foreign students, including conducting Focus Group Discussion and expert judgement, and (6) repeating the development cycle until the material was appropriate.

3.4 Testing the Indonesian Learning Material Enriched by Local Culture for Foreign Students
This method is used to test the effectiveness of learning material in three ILTIFS Central Java, namely two control classes and one experiment class. The validity and reliability item tests used content validity before and after test. The location was the University of Muhammadiyah Purwokerto as experiment class, Sebelas Maret University - Surakarta and University Semarang as control classes. Before doing the treatment, validity test and reliability test were done to obtain content validity for the questions in before and after test. This test was aimed at knowing the effectiveness of learning material and analysed the material by inferential statistics technique t-test.

The instruments were constructed by judgement expert namely questionnaire on teacher’s need, questionnaire on foreign students’ needs, and before-after test. They were considered valid if the instruments can measure what can be measured (Sugiyono: 2011). The result of questionnaire validity is 10 items for student questionnaire, 10 items for teacher
questionnaire, and before-after 25 multiple choice tests. After finding the valid item test, we can say that the item test is valid if the correlation coefficient \((r_{xy})\) table in significance 5\% level (Burhan et al., 2004:339). Reality exam before and after test used excel for speaking test \((r_{xy})\) is 0.619. Score r table n=24 mistake level 5\% got 0.404 and mistake level 1\% got 0.515. Because result r is greater that r table for mistake level 5\% and 1\% \((0.619>0.515>0.404)\), it can be concluded that the test instrument is reliable for this research.

IV. Results and Discussions

Three Indonesian Language Teaching Institutions for Foreign Students (ILTIFS) in Central Java have separated materials between Indonesian language skills and culture information. Based on the previous analysis, we can see the ILTIFS got some problems such as (a) speaking is rarely taught because teachers need special preparation especially if the instructor does not have their own teaching material; (b) there is no adequate audio facilities for teaching speaking; (c) foreign students experienced difficulties in learning culture through text and they rarely learn verbally; (d) another obstacle when using teaching materials from other ILTIFS is understanding the materials and culture which are different in terms of the students' real conditions, (e) most of the materials are not speaking materials according to what happens in everyday life; (f) speaking materials are in the form of reading dialogues so that it results in boredom and less challenge, (g) learning for foreign speakers is not only for the transfer of knowledge but it also focuses on improving communication skills in a social context, (h) speaking material is not limited to practice; there are theories that are difficult for foreign speakers to practice but should be more communicative and in accordance with the local culture where foreign speakers live, and (i) cultural shock experienced by foreign students can be reduced by providing knowledge of local culture and how they can apply it in the Indonesian environment.

The results of the needs analysis are as follows: (a) learning materials are needed at ILTIFS, (b) the need for learning materials filled with Central Java local culture in the form of theory and practice, which can be realized in books and videos, (c) Learning material grips need to be developed with the content of the local culture of Central Java, (d) teaching textbooks are equipped with syllabi and methods of teaching Indonesian for foreign speakers so that it makes it easier for teachers, (e) speaking process in the classroom is carried out more communicatively equipped with audio speaking and video, (f) the importance of teaching materials containing local culture so that foreign students do not need to learn twice; they do not need to study in two different classes namely language class and cultural class, (g) cultural knowledge is very important especially with regard to communication and social methods information with the surrounding community, and (h) culturally, teaching materials should bridge communication and speaking-based learning materials. These eight results were in line with the research of Hermayati (2016) which indicated that teaching materials with cultural values and preserving culture would make students understand Indonesia as a whole.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Cultural Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Berbicara BIPA 1</td>
<td>Kartika Kusworatri</td>
<td>LBI UI</td>
<td>No culture discussion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2  | Lentera Indonesia 2         | ILTIFS team                   | Pusat Bahasa Departemen Pendidikan Nasional Republik Indonesia | 1. There is a cultural vocabulary.  
2. Discourse text contains local culture discussion.  
3. Some images describing local culture understanding. |
| 3  | Lentera Indonesia 3         | ILTIFS Team                   | Pusat Bahasa Departemen Pendidikan Nasional Republik Indonesia | 1. Local culture material is widely discussed in this book.  
2. There are 4 out of 12 units with themes of Indonesian culture.  
3. Discourse texts provide a lot of local cultural information from various regions in Indonesia such as Betawi, Sunda, East Nusa Tenggara, and Central Java. |
| 4  | Keren!(1)                   | Ian J. White                  | Pearson Education Australia Pty Limited        | No culture discussion.                                                                                                                                                                                            |
| 5  | Keren!(2)                   | Ian J. White                  | Pearson Education Australia Pty Limited        | 1. Introduce Nusantara terms with English as the language of instruction  
2. The habit of Indonesians, almost every family has a maid.  
3. The condition of Muslim families does not keep dogs as pet.  
6. The term of rubber clock.  
7. Uniform use at school.  
8. Manners.  
| 6  | Bingkai Bahasa Indonesia 1 | Tim BIPA UNJ                  | FBS UNJ                                         | The versatile part of Indonesia that explains the unique things in Indonesia.                                                                                                                                 |
| 7  | Bingkai Bahasa Indonesia 2 | Tim BIPA UNJ                  | FBS UNJ                                         | There are 2 units discussing traditional transportation, puppet shows, and batik.                                                                                                                                 |
| 8  | Bingkai Bahasa Indonesia 3 | Tim BIPA UNJ                  | FBS UNJ                                         | There are 3 units discussing archipelago culinary, traditional marriage, and cultural tourism.                                                                                                                |
| 9  | Bingkai Bahasa Indonesia 4 | Tim BIPA UNJ                  | FBS UNJ                                         | The Indonesian all-round section discusses social gathering, mutual cooperation, and others.                                                                                                                     |
| 10 | PILAR                      | Dwi Puspitorini               | PBS UNJ                                         | No culture discussion.                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| 11 | Komunikasi Situasional     | Dwi Puspitorini, Nunung Nuryanti, Cynthia Vientani | Program BIPA LBI-FIBD-UI                       | No culture discussion.                                                                                                                                                                                             |
From Table 1, some books are integrated and contented a little local culture so that foreign students got difficulties to practise contextual Indonesian language in daily life. Data from the questionnaire and in-depth interview show the necessity of learning material enriched by local culture. The foreign students and the teacher also suggested some themes to make the learning material better.

By having such kind of books analysing above so the learning material has developed and enriched by Central Java culture to make foreign students learnt Indonesian easily and contextually. Then, Focus Group Discussion processes were done and gave some results: first, designing a syllabus for Indonesian learning with local culture for foreign students in Central Java. This process considers the standards of competence, basic competencies, and learning objectives. The second is developing competency standards by changing some adjustments according to the students’ need. The third is describing the eight competency standards into a number of basic competencies according to the context of the environment and local culture. The fourth is designing four different methods of Indonesian learning at each meeting adjusted to the themes of lectures, discussions, brainstorming, and role playing. The fifth step of the FGD is arranging the material framework tailored to the standards of competence and basic competencies and ranking the themes. The sixth is developing a material framework into teaching materials that are in accordance with the need analysis in the exploration phase. This activity is at the core of the preparation of teaching materials with the contents of local culture of Central Java. All input from the instructors in the FGD was taken into consideration in developing teaching materials.

The prototype was sent to two Indonesian language experts to improve it. The experts gave some suggestions as follows: (1) the content is too easy for Intermediate level; (2) the culture knowledge is good and communication part should be added; (3) the topic is relevant and up to date; (4) it still lacks of speaking activity; (5) it lacks of complex materials; (6) review on grammar should be provided; (7) the material needs outing activity, (8) it needs better pictures; (9) pay attention on the choice of words; (10) give some simple instructions in speaking activities; (11) delete some useless sentences; and (12) change name into real Javanese name. Validation and consultation with experts have provided inputs and
suggestions for improvement so that the prototype could be a useful teaching material for ILTIFS. Teaching materials validated by experts were in the forms of prototypes of Indonesian teaching handbooks, prototypes of Indonesian learning handbooks, audio and video conversations containing local culture in Central Java.

Both experts provide meaningful inputs for the development and improvement of this teaching material so that it can be implemented for a wider audience.

The next step was conducting the evaluation on learning material in ILTIFS Universitas Muhammadiyah Purwokerto. The teacher took Unit 1 Raden Kamandaka for the first meeting and gave some inputs, such as foreign students look more enjoyable; they are more enthusiastic to look for difficult words; and they learnt culture without reading thick books. The experiment research involved three Indonesian learning institutions, one as experiment class and two as control classes. Every class had ten foreign students from various countries and same level Indonesian speaking ability. The level of normality test can be seen below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Value of Sig.</th>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The homogeneity test results above showed that the value of sig is greater than 0.05. It means the variance of population is homogeneous.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every ILTIFS in Central Java has their own teaching materials that are used according to their needs according to the syllabus made by the Language Development and Development Agency (PPSDK). The purpose of prototyping was to find out the deficiencies and ineffectiveness of prototypes in terms of both material and audio quality. After knowing the deficiencies of the prototype, the prototype can be improved through several stages and finally a dummy can be made. The syllabus is a source guideline in the development of Indonesian learning starting from the making of learning plans, the management of Indonesian learning, and the development of a scoring system. The Indonesian learning syllabus design process was discussed by instructors in the FGD by considering the competency standards, basic competencies, and learning objectives. The lecturers discussed the competency standards in CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) and those in the 2014 Balai Bahasa Indonesian material mapping.

The standard of intermediate level competency at the CEFR is being able to express opinions about abstract matters related to culture in a limited manner, give instructions, and understand general instructions or announcements. The competency standards refered to in
the 2014 Balai Bahasa material mapping are: (M1.1) able to understand the main topics about everyday things encountered in work, education, and leisure; (M1.2) able to understand and express in a rather complex and clear language about various things related to personal interests; (M1.3) able to understand and express in oral and written forms various things about the surrounding environment; (M1.4) able to express thoughts and feelings quite smoothly when facing various situations when visiting Indonesia, especially in cultural aspects; (M2.1) able to briefly express experiences, events, hopes and ambitions accompanied by reasons; (M2.2) able to understand the main idea of a complex text and with regard to topics that are appropriate in their fields, both concrete and abstract; (M2.3) able to interact by expressing ideas spontaneously and quite smoothly without significant constraints on certain themes related to the surrounding environment, such as in the society and current issues; and (M2.4) able to produce clear and detailed texts on various subjects of conversation and explain points of view on certain topics while expressing weaknesses and strengths from that point of view.

One of the competencies that must be mastered by foreign students is speaking Indonesian fluently and understandable. Barieva, Kh. et al. (2018) in his study discussed about the overcoming of barriers in communication is depending on teacher’s competence to create learning situation and adapt the structure of the lesson’s technological map for the targeted work. Speaking skills have basic competencies such as being able to participate in a conversation about topics that are common about every day interests or concerns spontaneously, for example about family, hobbies, jobs, tours, and daily activities, conveying a clear description or explanation and detailed on various topics related to interest, able to convey descriptions in oral form on certain topics related to activities in the surrounding environment, able to handle situations that require speaking skills if visiting Indonesia, able to arrange words in a simple way to describe experiences and events, hopes, or ideals, able to convey arguments in discussions, speeches, and lectures with spontaneous speech and clear pronunciation, able to convey ideas spontaneously and quite smoothly without significant constraints in certain themes related to environment, such as in the society and current issues, and able to explain opinions about something.

Three times trials showed the strengths of this developed material containing local culture for foreign students: (a) foreign students were used to learning the material so that they were more ready to speak; (b) foreign students were more active during Indonesian learning process and asked some questions; and (c) it was easier for Indonesian teachers to teach because they did not need to prepare their own materials as the speaking material was ready. The weaknesses were (a) the necessity of vocabulary list so that teachers did not waste too much time explaining them, and (b) the necessity of picture on each unit to help foreign students understand the content.

The improvement was done after the trials was giving more instructions in every activity so the teacher can implement the material communicatively, adding vocabulary list, and combining reading text with speaking activity. The speaking syntax to implement speaking material containing local culture for foreign students were (1) the teacher conveyed the aim of Indonesian learning specially in the speaking activity; (2) the foreign students read the text as a preliminary activity before speaking activity; (3) the foreign students listened to the audio to get prior knowledge; (4) the foreign students formed discussion groups, and (5) speaking activity included describing, monolog, dialogue, and conversation.

The fourth stage in this development research was to answer the question "How is the effectiveness of Indonesian learning material enriched by local culture for foreign students?". To answer the question, the researcher conducted an experiment based on the provisions that have been determined previously in the research methodology. The test results were analyzed.
to find out the differences between the use of Indonesian teaching materials developed and teaching materials commonly used by ILTIFS. This stage was carried out to examine the effectiveness and feasibility of developed material with local cultural content for foreign students in Central Java so that it could be used in ILTIFS.

One of important things in the development of learning materials was the existence of an evaluation tool to measure the understanding of learning material enriched by the local culture of Central Java. An evaluation tool was made in the form of various kinds of speaking assignments. After the learning material became a prototype, the next process was editing. The editing of the manuscript was carried out by re-reading texts, correcting writing errors and linguistics. Auditing audio editing and local culture videos by watching it, recording dialect errors, dialogues, or disturbing voices. Researchers improved books, audio and video scripts until they were suitable for using.

The data on speaking ability at the ILTIFS - UMP, UNS, and UNNES show that there were differences in abilities when compared to the use of developed learning materials. Therefore, Ha was accepted. The test results of teaching materials developed were in line with Hermiyati's (2006) and Kawuran’s (2013) research which aimed to relate teaching materials with cultural values so that students could understand Indonesia as a whole. The advantage gained from culturally charged material was that students were not uprooted from cultural roots even though they learn foreign cultures; they were close to the everyday environment and foster a multicultural spirit. Andayani (2005) showed the same test results that Indonesian textbooks for foreign students integrated with local culture were able to improve the understanding of culture and communication skills. Introducing local culture to foreign students will increase poly cultural understanding. Poly cultural education promote harmonization of relations between representatives of different civilizations and cultures (Achaeva, et.al.:2018). The presence of a multicultural environment allows stimulating the interest of foreign students in new knowledge.

V. Conclusion

The results showed that the instructional material developed was able to significantly improve the students’ speaking skills. The efforts done to provide solutions to the problems faced by ILTIFS teaching were by developing learning materials in the form of student handbooks, teaching handbooks, speaking audio, and dialogue videos containing local culture.

The benefits that can be obtained by Indonesian teachers from developing this learning material were: (1) teachers can develop other learning materials with local culture according to their students' needs; (2) it reduced dependence on teaching materials from other ILTIFS; (3) the process added knowledge and experience related to the development of developed materials, and (4) the relationship between teachers and foreign students was improved closer because of good communication in using the developed materials. The benefits that can be obtained by foreign students from developing this learning material were (1) this learning material provided additional learning references so that the learning materials became more varied; (2) students could learn independently because this teaching material was equipped with audio and video; and (3) students could easily repeat the material they want to master.
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